Directionality of auditory nerve fiber responses to pure tone stimuli in the grassfrog, Rana temporaria. I. Spike rate responses.
We studied the directionality of spike rate responses of auditory nerve fibers of the grassfrog, Rana temporaria, to pure tone stimuli. All auditory fibers showed spike rate directionality. The strongest directionality was seen at low frequencies (200-400 Hz), where the spike rate could change by up to nearly 200 spikes s-1, with sound direction. At higher frequencies the directional spike rate changes were mostly below 100 spikes s-1. In equivalent dB SPL terms (calculated using the fibers' rate-intensity curves) the maximum directionalities were up to 15 dB at low frequencies and below 10 dB at higher frequencies. Two types of directional patterns were observed. At frequencies below 500 Hz relatively strong responses were evoked by stimuli from the ipsilateral (+90 degrees) and contralateral (-90 degrees) directions while the weakest responses were evoked by stimuli from frontal (0 degree or +30 degrees) or posterior (-135 degrees) directions. At frequencies above 800 Hz the strongest responses were evoked by stimuli from the ipsilateral direction while gradually weaker responses were seen as the sound direction shifted towards the contralateral side. At frequencies between 500 and 800 Hz both directional patterns were seen. The directionality was highly intensity dependent. No special adaptations for localization of conspecific calls were found.